
Air Purifiers X Serie



Why Air Purifiers X Serie ?



How do they work?



Why Air Purifiers X Serie ?

Innovative TPA® Technology

Unlike traditional HEPA filters which collect 
pollutants that can, over time, grow 
unhealthy mold and bacteria. The patented 
TPA® technology destroys these harmful 
particles and collects them on easy-to-wash 
collecting plates. 

TPA® technology destroys and eliminates 
particles down to 0,0146 micron and is a 
waste free solution.



Choose the most suitable model for you



How many times would you like to change the air per hour?

area  m² / h 2,5 mt

Air change
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X8

X5

area  m² / h 2,5 mt
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Cleaning and maintenance

Do I have any maintenance cost if I own an X Series Air 
Purifier?

X series air purifiers are built to be a cost effective and 
environmentally green solution to reduce maintenance 
needs!

• Collecting plates are washable and reusable, so no
more need to spend money on expensive HEPA filters.

• The composite catalyst layer is also reusable; you may
put it directly under the sunlight for 1~2 hours to
refresh it.

When should I do a full cleaning cycle?

• When “-C-” is on the display screen.
• When “9XX” appears on the display screen even

after cleaning the collecting plates.
• “Cracking / zapping” sounds still exist after

cleaning the collecting plates.
• The unit shuts down and restarts automatically.



Cleaning - Collecting Plates

1. Clean the collecting plates when needed and when the air purifier displays “C ”.
2. Turn off the power, open the back shroud and pull out the collecting plates ( Pic 1 ) .
3. Put the collecting plates into a container and use a non-abrasive cleaning brush to clean the external sheet metal finishing with water
( Pic 3 ).
Remarks：
• It is better to use a neutral detergent and soak the plates for about 10 minutes before brushing. Do not soak for too long in order to

protect the normal functioning of the plates ( Pic 2 ).
• Choose a neutral detergent. DO NOT USE an abrasive, acidic, or corrosive detergent (such as laundry powder, etc).
• The surface of the sheet metal may have small stains; these will not seriously affect the use of the air purifier.
4. Dry the collecting plates after cleaning. You can either use a hair dryer or natural sunlight ( recommend drying time is over 24 hrs ).
5. Put the collecting plates back into the unit (once fully dried) in the direction the labeling indicates.



Cleaning - Air Quality Sensor

1. Clean the Ionization Wire Frame when the air purifier makes abnormal sounds
such as “popping,” “cracking,” “zapping,” etc.

2. Use a soft cloth or sponge to clean the Ionization Wire Frame track by sliding back
and forth gently.

3. Insert the Ionization Wire Frame in the direction the labeling indicates

Cleaning - Wire Frame

X5  air purifier has an embedded air quality sensor. To keep the air quality sensor reading 
correctly, please clean the sensor as illustrated every 6 months, using a dry non-abrasive 
cloth or with rubbing alcohol and a cotton swab / Q-tip as illustrated.



Cleaning -Full Cleaning Cycle

We recommend a complete cleaning every 6-12 months.

1. First, turn the power off and unplug the power supply. Open the back
shroud. Pull out the ionization wire frame and collecting plates. Pull out
the protective rubber sleeve as illustrated (Pic 1 / 2).

2. Clean the ionization wire frame and collecting plates properly according to
the previous instructions.

3. Use a wet cloth to wipe down all surfaces of the protective rubber sleeve,
including notches. For better results, wash the entire rubber sleeve in water.

4. Clean the inner walls of the air purifier with a wet cloth.

5. Wash the pre-filter in water, or clean it by a vacuum or gentle brush.

6. Dry the parts completely, then put them back in order.



Biosecurity for my dental practice !

Purified air: X series air purifiers destroy 99,9 % of 
viruses, bacteria, bio-aerosols, assuring biosecurity
and well-being in dental practices


